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ITALY NEXT FOR ROLLER SKIERS
WORLD CUP ON THE WAY TO VAL DI FIEMME

Dolomites and Val di Fiemme land of Roller Skis
The 2014 Rollerski World Cup in Italy for the eventual leg in September
Sweden and Russia in the lead, but Italians keep the pace
Facts and history of the discipline


Rollerski World Cup, Val di Fiemme dresses up. The Alpine valley in Northern Italy will be housing the third and eventual leg of the 2014 series from 19 to 21 September and world’s best roller skiers will battle it up for the title.
After the Croatian races in Oroslavje at the end of June, the Swedish town of Solleftea hosted three further events last week and Ulyana Gavrilova (RUS) and Emanuele Becchis (ITA) seized victory in the FT Sprint race on the first day. Sweden’s Marika Sundin and Marcus Johansson won the Uphill races in classic technique, and both podiums were under the full control of home athletes. An interval start competition FT closed the Swedish three-day event and Sundin dominated the 15k event, while countryman Anton Lindblad – silver medal on the day before – crossed the finish line for first after 20k. 
The Senior overall rankings read Marcus Johansson and 2013 WC winner Ksenia Konokhova in the lead, but Italy’s Paredi, Tiraboschi and Becchis are not that far behind in the men’s table. In the Junior category, Russia’s Nischakov and Letucheva currently seat in the top spot.
The Val di Fiemme leg scheduled in September represents a test-event for the Italian valley and the local organizing committee in view of the Rollerski World Championships to be held in the Alpine valley next year.
The first Rollerski World Championships in history were held in the Netherlands in 2000 and the Rollerski Ski World Cup debut took place seven years earlier again in the Netherlands. The idea of skiing with wheels comes from Northern Europe where the cross country skiing discipline was also conceived. The first roller skis were crafted in 1930s in Sweden, then in Austria and Italy, and they had three wheels and a brake. Initially, the discipline was viewed as some sort of summer training for cross-country skiers, but throughout the years it developed as an independent sport and in the 1970s the first national and international competitions were organized in some European countries. 
Info: www.fiemmeskiworldcup.com   



